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The nature of the singularities of the spin wave spectrum of a ferromagnetic metal, due to inter
action with conductivity electrons, is investigated. It is shown that two new spin wave branches 
arise in antiferromagnetic metals. They are caused by the interaction between spin waves cor
responding to oscillations of the sublattice magnetic moments and zero-sound waves. 

1. THE author has shown in an earlier article[ 1 1 

that in addition to Fermi excitations, there occur 
in ferromagnetic metals also spin waves which, as 
in ferrodielectrics, possess a quadratic dispersion 
law. According to E 11 , an interaction exists be
tween the spin waves and the Fermi excitations; 
this interaction is determined by the characteris
tics of the Fermi spectrum. We shall consider 
here the influence of this interaction on the spin
wave spectrum in ferromagnetic metals. We shall 
show that the spectrum obtained in E 11 remains 
valid so long as the momentum k of the spin wave 
is small compared with the separation Ap0 == P+ - p_ 
between the Fermi surfaces of the conduction elec
trons (P+, P- -characteristic values of the Fermi 
momenta of electrons with positive and negative 
spin orientations, respectively). In this region of 
values of k, no decay of the spin wave into an 
electron and a hole from the conduction band takes 
place, owing to the impossibility of satisfying the 
energy and momentum conservation laws simul
taneously. At values of k close to Ap0, a thresh
old occurs for the decay of the spin wave into a 
pair of Fermi excitations, and this leads to the 
appearance of a singularity in the spin-wave spec
trum of a metallic ferromagnet. 

Kaganov and TsukernikE 21 and TurovE 3l inves
tigated spin waves in antiferromagnets. Since the 
spins comprising the magnetic sublattices of the 
investigated ferromagnets were assumed to be 
statio~ary, the results of these investigations ac
tually pertain to dielectrics. We consider an anti
ferromagnetic metal whose lattice ions form two 
magnetic sublattices shifted by a half-period rela
tive to each other, with magnetic moments that 
cancel each other. It will be shown below that in 
such a metal, if it is invariant with respect to the 
space inversion, the Fermi surfaces of the con-

duction electrons for different signs of spin polar
ization coincide. This uncovers a possibility for 
the existence of spin excitations of the zero-sound 
type. [ 41 As a result of the interaction of the oscil
lations of the magnetic sublattices with the conduc
tion electrons, the spectrum of the magnetic exci
tations of the metallic antiferromagnet differs es
sentially from the spectrum of the spin waves in 
an antiferromagnetic dielectric. 

2. Before we investigate the singularities of 
the spin-wave spectrum in ferromagnetic metals, 
let us obtain certain approximate relations for the 
quantities that characterize the interactions of the 
Fermi excitations and the spin waves. 

We assume for simplicity that in the metal in 
question there are only two incompletely filled 
bands of Fermi excitations: the d-band, charac
terized by a large energy-level density, and the s
band (or conduction-electron band) with low level 
density. In E 11 we obtained the condition for the 
occurrence of ferromagnetism, which constitutes 
a relation for one of the limits of the exchange 
vertex part of the interaction of two Fermi excita
tions in the paramagnetic states: 

r"' (p, p') = lim r (p, p'; k). 
k=O, (1)-+0 

The quantities rw are characteristics of the 
given metal and depend little on how close its state 
is to the ferromagnetic transition. In the ferro
magnetic state they correspond to the regular part 
of the vertex r. If we denote the characteristics 
of the exchange interaction of the s-excitations 
with one another by r ss• those of the s- and d
excitations with one another by rdd• and if we de
note by .9-s and J.d the level densities for the s
and d-band, respectively, then in the presence of 
ferromagnetism, as follows from formula (10) 
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in [ 1l, they are related in order of magnitude by 
the following equation: 

(1 + 1't,r •• ) (1 + 'frdrdd)· ~ 'frs'frdfsd2. (1) 

If none of the quantities r is anomalously 
small, as is apparently the case, for example in 
metals of the iron group, then rssrdd ~ r ~d· that 
is, the ferromagnetism exists as a result of the 
self-consistent interaction of the s- and d-elec
trons. Since the characteristic energies which de
termine the exchange interaction of the d-electrons 
with one another are of the order of ®, we have 
r sd ~-./ ® /€ F r ss (® is the Curie temperature and 
€ F the Fermi energy of the conduction electrons). 
If we denote by Ms the contribution of the conduc
tion electrons to the total magnetic moment of the 
system M 0, then it follows from the resultant re
lation for the interactions that Ms/M0 ~ V®/€ F. 

In the case when the d-electrons interact di
rectly with one another very weakly (Jdrdd « 1), 
the following relation is obtained: rsd ~...Jrss/Jd. 
This situation is apparently realized in metals of 
the rare-earth elements and is called the indirect 
exchange interaction. Since in this case Js/Jd 
~ V®/€ F we have also in this case Ms/M0 

~ -./®/€F. 
A case is also possible in which the interaction 

between the s- and d-excitations is very small 
(rsd « V®/€ Frss ). In this case the ferromagnet
ism is the result of exchange interaction of d
electrons only; from (1) we get Jdrdd ~ -1, the 
conduction electrons are, so to speak, an inde
pendent subsystem of the ferromagnetic metal, and 
Ms/Mo « V®/€F. 

It follows from the obtained relations that if the 
interaction between the s- and d-excitations is not 
anomalously small, the ratio of the characteristic 
value of the separation ~Po = P-t- - p_ of the Fermi 
surfaces of the conduction electrons (p ... , p_
Fermi momenta for the excitations with positive 
and negative spin orientations) to the Fermi mo
mentum itself is 

f:t.po /Po ~ 1'9 / EF. 

3. As shown in [ 11, r n;.m_Ls;. (Pt• P2i k), the 
component of the two-particle vertex part trans
verse to the spin (the notation here is the same as 
in [ 1l), whose poles with respect to the momentum 
transfer k(w, k) determine the spectrum of the 
spin waves of the system, has for k = 0 the form 

1 
fn+m_l_s+(Pt,P2i k) = /:t.n+(pi) (J) _ 2(.toH f:t..m-(P2)6nz/}ms, 

(2) 

where ~~(p) is the self-energy part of the n-th 
band of excitations, and JJ.o is the Bohr magneton. 
It follows from the reasoning presented above that 
if the interaction between the s- and d-excitations 
is not anomalously small (only such cases will be 
considered), then the amplitude of the interaction 
of the spin waves with the conduction electrons for 
p ~ Po turns out to be of the order of ~§ 
~ (JJ.o®€ F /Mo)112 . The possibility of the spin wave 
decaying into an electron and a hole from the s
band when k > ~Po leads to a situation wherein the 
diagram of Fig. 1, which makes a contribution to 
r, becomes singular, owing to the fact that when 
k > ~Po there appear points where the poles of the 
Green's functions, corresponding to the internal 
electron lines, coalesce. 

~r 
-~_// 

FIG. 1 

In order to find the corresponding singularity 
in the spin-wave spectrum, it is necessary to sum 
all the diagrams which contain an arbitrary num
ber of repetitions of the G-function loops. This 
procedure is expressed by an equation that relates 
the vertex part r with the irreducible vertex r<1>. 
(The function r<l> does not contain the singularity 
which is separated in the equation.) We have 

r (Q 
n+m_n_m+(P1.P2;- k) = fn+m_n_m+ (Pt,P2;- k) 

d~ ' . ~ i P r<t) < , k 
-l ~ J (2:rt)~ n+m: n_m+ Pt,P;- •) 

1n' 

X Gm,-(p'- k)Gm,+(p')fm'+m_m'_m+ (p', P2;- k). (3) 

The fact that rW (Ph p2; -k) is regular when 
k- 0 gives us the right to replace it by 
r<1> (PioP2i -k) oZ = (w, 0)) accurate to the quantity 
"" I k l/p0, and allows to obtain from (3) the following 
equation: 

r n m n m (Pt, P2; -k) = r n m n m (Pt, P2; -7£) 
+--+ +--+ 

d' ' . ~ i P r < ' 7£) ·-t~ J-(2 )~ n m 'n m.' Pt,P,-
1 1t +--T 

m 

(4) 

Since r(plt P2i - k) is given by (2) when w « ®, the 
solution of ( 4) is 
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r n+m_n_m+ (Ph P2; -k) = L1n +(pt)D(k)t1m -(p2), 

where 

D(k) = 1 I [w- 2j.t0H -K(w, k)], 

r d"'p 
K(w, k) =- i ~ ) (2n)"' t1,.+(p)t1r-(P) 

r 

X[G,-(p- k)- Gr-(P- ~)] G,+(p). 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The function K(w, k) consists of an analytic 
part and a term containing a singularity. The sin
gularity is manifest in the term with r = s from 
the regions of integration near the Fermi surfaces. 
The remaining components, and also the contribu
tion of the regions of integration, are far from the 
Fermi surface, have in the term with r = s an 
analytic form, and are of the order e (k/p0)2• 

For simplicity in the calculations we assume 
that the Fermi surfaces of the conduction band are 
spheres of radii P+ or p_, respectively, for exci
tations with positive or negative spin orientation. 
It will be seen below that the result does not 
change significantly on going over to the case of 
an arbitrary form of the Fermi surfaces. In the 
case in question, the Green's function of the s
electrons near the Fermi boundary has the follow
ing form: 

a± 
G.± ( E, p) = -----;---:-----

8 - v± ( I P 1- P±) + ill sign e 
(8) 

(v+ and v _ are the velocities of excitations on the 
corresponding Fermi surfaces, and a+ and a_ are 
renormalization constants). It is obvious that the 
relations 

P+-P

P+ 

are of the order of V®/E F. Using (8), we can re
write the function K(w, k) in the form 

K(w, k) = ak2 +II (w, k), a _. 8 I po2, 

(" d"'p 
II (w, k) =- i '-- a+a-L1.2(p) 

• (2n) • 

X [e- v+( I p 1- P+) + i6 sign e]-1 

X{[e- w- V-( IP- kl- P-) +ill sign(e- w)]-1 

- [e- w- v_( I PI-P-)+ i6 sign(e- w)]-1}. 

(9) 

(10) 

The spin-wave spectrum is now determined from 
the equation 

w-ak2 -II(w,k) =0. (11) 

We note that the integrals with respect to the 

energies that enter in (10) converge in the inter
val 

E _. Vi1po _. l'8EF ~ EF 

(we recall that ~Po = P+ - p_). The quantity ~~(p), 
unlike the pole expressions for the Green's func
tions under the integral sign, is slowly varying, 
and we shall therefore replace it by its value 
at p,.., Po· 

Carrying out the integration in (10), we arrive 
at the following expression for Il(w, k): 

where we used the notation 

b = k- L1po, 

S(x)={i, x>O. 
0, x<O 

We now proceed to investigate Eq. (11) for dif
ferent values of k. 

When k < ~p0 , if w « v(~Po- k), we can expand 
the expression for Il(w, k) in terms of the small 
parameter w/vo. As a result we get 

1 I e [ t1po I k - L1po I J II(w, k)= -v y -w 2+-k ln k , . (13) 
EF I t1po 

Substituting ( 13) into ( 11), we obtain an expression 
for the frequency of the spin waves: 

w(k)=[ 1-v V!(2+ 11tlni:~!;:I)J ak2• (14) 

The region of applicability of this formula, as can 
be seen from the formula itself, is determined by 
the inequality 

In this region there is no damping connected with 
the decay into Fermi excitations. 

When k « ~Po the dispersion law of the spin 
waves becomes quadratic, w = ak 2• 

Since w/v~p0 « 1, the function II(w, k) can be 
expanded for values of k close to ~Po. when IP I 

' 
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« 1, in terms of the quantities (w - v+<'>)/v+k and 
(w -v_<'l)/v_k: 

II(w, k) = y"}'8ep{ w- :+6 (1 + lnl w-; ~+6 1) 
V+ V+ C , 

- w - v_i) ( 1 + In I w - v_6, ) 
v_k 2v_k , 

-in[ v+i)- w S(v+i)- w)- v_i)- w S(v-6- w) J }. 
v+k v_k 

(15) 
It is easy to verify that this formula is valid, accu
rate to quantities of the order v'<B>/EFwb.p0ojk 2• 

The region of applicability of (15) thus overlaps 
·the region of applicability of formula (13). The ve
locity of the spin waves for I p I« 1 is determined 
by the expression 

ow 2ak + oiTiok 
ok- '1- oiiiow 

[ ( I w - v+i) I I w - v 61 'l J = lJV+ In 1 - ln ~ - - 2ak 
u+~Po V- Po ' 

(here TJ = yV®EF/v+b.Po"' 1). We see from (16) 
that with increasing k the quantity 8w/8 k in
creases continuously. When k < b.p0 and 
w « v(b.p0 - k) the velocity of the spin waves is 
equal to 

(16) 

ow ~ 2ak I [ 1 + TJ 1/ 8 In I ~Po-_k_ I J . 
ok v Ep ~Po (17) 

When vI k- b.p0 I « w the function IT(w, k) takes 
the form 

1/ e{ 2v~po 
II(w,k)=TJ v- win--

ep w 

1 v2i)2 } 
- 2w +vi)+ 2 -----;;;-- . (18) 

The velocity of the spin waves in this interval 
(which obviously corresponds to IP I « (8/E F) 312 

reaches a value of the order of vv'e7EF, and for 
k = b.po the spin-wave frequency itself is deter
mined by the equation 

m [ 1-T] V e~ (In 2v~po - 2) J = a(~p0)2. (19) 

With further increase in k the quantity 8w/8k 
continues to grow rapidly and finally reaches its 
maximum value v+ when w = v+o. In the vicinity 
of this point, at I w- v+o I« w- v _o, the velocity 
of the spin waves is 

om ( I I v~po I ) ---;: = V+ 1 - a In , 
ok m- v+i) 

(20) 

a=__!.__ V+- V-ln v~po 
T) V+ '(V+- V-)6o 

(here o0 is the root of the equation w = v + o). For
mula (20) is obviously valid when 

I 6- 6ol <, 1/2Y8 I ep6o. 

The second derivative becomes infinite at the 
point k = b.p0 + o0, reversing sign: 

o2w a2v+ 2 I v~po I 
ok2 = ~ - v+i) ln-3 m - v+i) (21) 

The frequency w0 of the spin waves at the point 
k = b. Po + <50 is the root of the equation 

wo[1-T)V~(ln 2v~po --1)]=a(~Po) 2• 
Ep "f8leFWO 

(22) 

Owing to the possibility of decay into a pair of 
Fermi excitations, damping of the spin waves ap
pears, and is determined for o - <50 « 1/ 2 v'e/E F <50 

by the equation 

I I vl1po I 
Imm(k)= -:rt(v+6-w) In V+i)-cu . (23) 

In the region o ;:::, <50 (1 + 1/ 2 v'e/EF) the damping 
becomes comparable with w- w0, and therefore, 
as a result of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, 
the frequency remains approximately equal to w0 

up to values of k- b.p0 of the order of several 
times <50• As seen from (16), the spectral curve 
exhibits a sharp decrease. The spin waves attenu
ate in this case like 

Im w (k) = -:rt1jf8 I ep ~PoW I k. (24) 

The decrease in the frequency of the spin wave 
continues until the momentum becomes equal to 

k,.,., ~Po+ 1/211Y8 I Ep ~po. 

At this point the velocity of the spin waves vanishes 
and then 8wl8k > 0. In this region the frequency of 
the spin waves is considerably lower than vo. 
Therefore, as in the case of k < b.p0, we can ex
pand the function II(w, k) in powers of wlv+o and 
wlv _o. As a result we arrive at an expression for 
Re IT(w, k) which coincides exactly with (13), and 
the spin-wave frequency is given by (14). However, 
unlike the case k < b.p0, we have now (k > b.p0, 

w « vo) the spin-wave damping as given by for
mula (24). When k » b.p0 the spin waves again 
have a quadratic dispersion law, but now with a 
different renormalized coefficient of proportional
ity in front of k2: 

(25) 
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FIG. 2 
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Thus, the spin-wave spectrum (Fig. 2) is quad
ratic both when k « ~Po and when k »~Po· In the 
intermediate region the dependence of w on k dif
fers slightly from quadratic, with the exception of 
the vicinity of the point k =~Po· In the region of 
wave-vector values close to the separation of the 
Fermi surfaces of the conduction band, the spec
tral curve shows a sharp peak. In real metals, its 
magnitude can reach several dozen percent of the 
value of w at these values of k. The width of the 
peak is of the order of .V®/E F ~Po. The maximum 
spin-wave velocity is attained at the point where 
the spectral curve crosses the line w = v+(k- ~Po), 

and is equal to the electron Fermi velocity v+. 
It is easy to verify that in going over to a con

duction-electron Fermi surface of arbitrary shape 
the spin-wave spectrum remains essentially the 
same. The deviation from the case of isotropic 
dispersion of the conduction electrons is expressed 
in the fact that for each direction k there is a 
distinct value of ~Po (which is the minimum dis
tance between the Fermi surfaces with opposite 
spin directions in the direction of the vector k). 
The maximum velocity and the height of the peak 
at k ~ ~Po depend on the direction of k. 

We see thus that the singularities of the Fermi 
spectrum of the conduction electrons are reflected 
in the spin-wave spectrum. Together with the 
Kohn anomalies, [ 5• SJ which occur when the spin
wave vector has values equivalent to the external 
half-sum of the s-band Fermi-surface diameters, 
the singularity obtained in the spectrum of the 
spin wave can serve as a means of reconstructing 
the shape of the Fermi surfaces of the conduction 
electrons. 

4. In order to investigate the spin excitations 
of an antiferromagnetic metal, let us consider the 
properties of the single-particle Green's function 
Gaf3(r, t; r', t') of an antiferromagnet, which de
termines the spectrum of the Fermi excitations. 

To this end we make use of the symmetry proper
ties of the system. Since the magnetic moment re
verses sign upon time reversal, and since the anti
ferromagnetic metal in question consists of two 
mirror-symmetry magnetic sublattices which are 
shifted relative to each other by one half-period of 
the complete lattice, the symmetry elements of the 
system include an invariance with respect to the 
combination of time reversal and translation by 
one half-period of the lattice. Abrikosov[ 7J has 
shown that if Gaf3(r, t; r', t') is th~ Green's func
tion of electrons in the metal, then the G-function 
of the system into which the metal goes over fol
lowing time reversal is equal to 

A 

where g is a matrix in spin space: 

~ ( 0 1 \ 
g= -1 or 

It follows therefore that the Green's function of the 
antiferromagnetic metal under consideration satis
fies the relation 

Ga.B(r, t; r', t') = [gG(r' +a/ 2, -t'; r +a/ 2, -t)g-']Ba· 

(26) 

We use the translational-symmetry property of 
the system and go over to the Green's function in 
the quasimomentum representation 

1 dedp 
GaB(r,t; r',t')=-' (2n) 4exp[ip(r-r')-ie(t-t')] 

X Ga~ ( e, p; r, r') 

(the function Gaf3(E, p; r, r') has the periodicity of 
the crystal lattice of the system both with respect 
to r and r'; the integration with respect to p is 
over the unit-cell volume of the reciprocal lat
tice). From (26) we get for Gaf3(E, p; r, r') the fol
lowing relation: 

GaB(e, p; r, r') = [gG(e, -p; r' +a/ 2, r +a/ 2)g-']Ba.. 

(27) 
Since the poles of the Green's function deter

mine the spectrum of the Fermi excitations, and 
since [gsg-1laf3 = -sf3a (s is the spin matrix), 
we get from (27) that the Fermi excitation ener
gies are equal, E+(p) = E-(-p) (the symbols + and 
- correspond to the spin polarization). We assume 
that the investigated system is invariant against 
space inversion. In this case, obviously, E: (p) 
= E (-p) and, consequently, E+ (p) = E -(p). This 
means that the spectrum of the Fermi excitations 
is degenerate with respect to the spin direction, 
and the Fermi surfaces corresponding to opposite 
spin orientations coincide. 

' 
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5. Let us consider the vertex part of the inter
action of the conduction electrons r(p1, p2; k). It 
is obvious that the spin-wave spectrum of an anti
ferromagnetic metal is determined by the singu
larities in the momentum transfer k of the compo
nents of r that are transverse relative to the spin. 
Inasmuch as the Fermi surfaces of the system in 
question coincide for opposite spin directions, the 
possibility that the excitations can go over from 
one of them to the other creates conditions under 
which spin waves of zero-sound type can be pro
duced in nonmagnetic metals. [ 4J On the other hand, 
the presence of volume interactions between the 
spins, of which the ionic magnetic sublattices con
sist, makes possible the existence of the spin 
waves that arise in antiferromagnetic dielectrics. 

The elements that introduce the singularity with 
respect to k into r(pl> p2; k) are thus the loops of 
the electronic Green's functions G(p)G(p + k), 
whose poles come closer together near the Fermi 
surface when k- 0, and also the Green's func
tion of the spin waves D(k), corresponding to the 
density oscillations of the magnetic moment of the 
ionic sublattices (see the Appendix). We denote by 
f<l> (p1, p2; k) the aggregate of all the diagrams 
for r which do not contain any of the indicated 
singular elements. Then the irreducible vertex 
part r<l> which represents the sum of all the dia
grams for r, which do not contain loops of elec
tronic Green's functions, will be 

?Ws2 (k) 1 + "o"---------
" 26~-toMo w2 - Ws2 (k) 

(28) 

The second term of this formula corresponds to 
the interaction of electrons via oscillations of the 
magnetic moment of the ionic sublattices. 

The complete vertex part of r is obviously the 
sum of all the ladder-type diagrams with all possi
ble repetitions of r<1l, joined by loops G(p+k)G(p). 
The result of this summation is 

r (p p. k)- r 
l. m, n r 1' 2 ' - l m n r -c--+ +--+ 

(29) 

Here r is the sum of all the diagrams for r in 
which there is no D-function with argument k. The 
values of r and f<1> are obviously related by the 
equation: 
~ -(1) 
fl+m_n_,.+ (pi, P2; k) = fl+m_n_r+ (pt, P2; k) 

~ d4 ' 
- i ~ ~ (2:)4 r)~nL'n_r+' (pi, p'; k) Gr· (p') Gm· (p' + k) 

m'r' 

Xfr+'m_m_'r+(p', P2; k). (30) 

The quantity gnm(P, k) which enters in (29) is the 
complete vertex of the interaction of electrons 
with the ion-sublattice spin oscillations. It is con
nected with the bare vertex g0 and r by the rela
tion 

d4p' 
gnm(P, k) =go- igo ~ ~ (2rt)pr(P' + k) 

XG1(p')f1 . . (p',p; k). 
+n_1_m+ 

(31) 

The function ll(k) is the spin-wave polarization 
operator. It is expressed in terms of g and ~ as 
follows: 

d4p 
II(k) =- i ~go~ -- Gm(P) Gn(P + k)gnm(P, k). (32) 

n m (2rt)4 

In connection with the fact that the diagrams 
corresponding to r' g, and n contain the singu
lar element G(p + k)G(p), these quantities have 
singularities. We rewrite the equations (29), (31) 
and (32) for these singularities in a form wherein 
the integration is only over the Fermi surfaces. 
We use for this purpose the device by which Lan
dau(4J made a similar transformation. We assume 
henceforth for simplicity that the metal in question 
has only one incompletely filled band of conduction
electron excitations. We shall leave out the band
number indices of the quantities r and g, assum
ing them to correspond to the indicated excitation 
band. Bearing in mind that near the Fermi surface 
the Green's function of the conduction electrons be
comes, as E- 0, 

a(p) 
G ( e p) ~ · ''-,----,----

' e + ~t - e (p) + ib sign e 

we obtain the following group of equations for r, 
g, and n when E - f.1 and I kl «Po (p0 is the or
der of magnitude of the Fermi momentum and f.1 is 
the chemical potential): 

f) d4 I 

f (Jil, P2; k) =I'"' (pi, Pz) + ~ ( 2~~4 f"' (Pt. p') 

vk 
x2na2 (p')<'l(e')<'l(e(p')-!1) k r (p', p2; lr), (33) 

w-v 

(' d4p' ~ 
g (p, k) = g"' (p) -+- ~ -(2n)'' r"' (p, p') 

><2.'ta2 (p') (l (s') (l (e (p')- !!) -.:u vkvk g (p', k), (34) 

d'p' 
11 (k) = Il''' + ~ ----gw(p') ·2rta2 (p')o(e') 6(e(p')- ~t) 

(2rt) 4 

· · vk 
X. ---g(p', k), 

w-vk 
(35) 
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d' ' - - I P h ') f (Ph P2; k) = fh (Ph p2) + .l -(2-;;)~ f (Ph P 

X 2na2(p')b(e')b(e(p')- ~t)-~k f(p', P2; k), (36) 
w-v 

d'p' 
g(p k)= gh(p)+ ~ -·- -fh(p p') 

' • (2:n:) 4 ' 

f (Ph P2) = F (Ph P2) + ~. dS' / (p~, p') F (p', P2). (42) 

In the region kv » w0 , where 

Wo = w.(O) [1 +IT" I 26!1oMo]'t., 

r has a singularity as a result of the presence of 
a pole in the second term of the right side of (29). 
Inasmuch as II(k) ~ rrk when kv »w, the indicated 

X 2:n:a2 (p')b(e')b(e(p')- !1) w k g(p', k), 
w-v (37) pole corresponds to the frequency 

d' ' 
IT (k) =II"+\ __ P_g"(p') ·2:n: a2 (p') b(e')b (e(p') -!1) 

. (2:n:) 4 

X w k g(p', k). 
w-v 

{38) 

Here r w' gW' and rrw are the limits of the func
tions r, g, and II, respectively, for k = 0 and 
w- 0, while rK, gK, and IIK are the limits of the 
same quantities for w = 0 and k - 0; v = 8E: /8p is 
the excitation velocity on the Fermi surface. 

Let us proceed to investigate the singularities 
of r. When w « ws{O) the term corresponding to 
the interaction via the spin wave (28) is regular, 
so that we can introduce 

f"' (Ph p2) = lim f (Ph P2; k) = f"' (p1, P2) 
k=O, oo~o 

, w.2 (0) /26!1oMo 
- g"' (Pi) w.2 (0) ( 1 + H"' /2b!loMo) g"' (P2). ( 39) 

The equation for r in this region of w is 

d'p' 
f (Ph p2; k) = f"' (Ph p2) + ~ (Zn) 4 f"' (Ph p') 

X 2na2(p')b(e')b(e(p')- 11) vk k f(p', p2; k). (40) 
w-v 

The poles of r, determined from this equation, 
give the spectrum of the spin waves for w «ws(O). 
In analogy with the procedure in [ 41 , we obtain the 
following dispersion relation for the spectrum of 
the spin excitations: 

(w- vk)'l't(p) = vk~ dS' f(p, p')'l't(p'). (41) 

Here 

f (p, p') = a (p) f"' (p, p') a (p') I •=•'=O 

is the Landau function of the conduction electrons, 
and dS is the Fermi-surface element: 

d , 
~ dS' f(p, p')'l't(p') = S (2:)3·6(e(p')-!-l)f(p, p')'l't(p'). 

It follows from ( 40) that the function f(p, P') is 
connected with the amplitude for the zero-angle 
scattering of two Fermi excitations 

F (p, p') = a (p) fh (p, p') a (p') I •=•'=O 

(see [ 41 ) by means of the relation 

where 

~2 = 86f..t02ilfo2 ( 1 + il" ) (a- a12) ~ EFa2 

26!1oilfo 

(see the Appendix). 
In addition to the singularities just obtained, the 

vertex part r has poles in another region of val
ues of w and k. It is seen from (29) that when 
k = 0 the function r has a pole at frequency 

W = ~o - Ctls (0) [ 1 + II"' I 26!-lo.liJo] •;,_ 

Using (34) and (35) we can show that when 
w ,..., w0 and when vk « w0 we have, in the lowest 
order in the quantities w/E F and vk/w, 

IT(k) -II"'~ 8v2k2/w2• 

Therefore when vk « w0 and w R:J w0 the Green's 
function has a pole at a frequency 

w~;o+v(k/k)v2k2/;o (v(k/k) ~ 1). 

Inasmuch as the second term of the right side 
of (29) becomes small when w » w0, the singular
ities of the vertex part of r coincide in this case 
with the poles of r (Pi> p2; k ). Near the poles the 
equation for r (33) can be transformed in the 
same manner as we used in the derivation of (41). 
As a result we obtain the following dispersion 
equation for the spin-wave spectrum in the vicinity 
of the frequencies w »w0: 

(co- vk)'l't(p) = vk ~ dS'f'(p, p')'l't(p'). (43) 

The function f(p, P') = a(p) r W(p, p') IE =E' = 0 

is the Landau function, renormalized by the inter
action of electrons with the spin waves. We do not 
concern ourselves here with the existence of a so
lution of (41) and (43), which correspond to un
damped excitations with higher than Fermi veloc
ity, since the condition for the existence of such a 
solution (we assume that these conditions are satis
fied in our case) were discussed in detail for simi
lar equations in the paper of Gor'kov and Dzyalo
shinskil. [ 81 

Thus, the spin waves in an antiferromagnetic 
metal consist of two branches (see Fig. 3). The 

' 
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/( 

FIG. 3 

first, low-frequency branch has for small 
k (vk << w0) the character of zero-sound spin waves, 
is described by (41) and has a linear dispersion. In 
the region vk » 4Jo it goes over into excitations 
with the properties of the spin waves that occur in 
an antiferromagnetic dielectric: 

where a is the crystal lattice constant. In the in
termediate interval vk ~ w0 (this section is indi
cated in the figure by the heavy dashed line) there 
is strong damping, connected with the possibility of 
the decay of the spin wave into a pair of Fermi 
excitations. 

The second, high-frequency branch starts with 
a frequency w(O) = w0• In the region vk « w0 the 
frequency of these excitations is equal to 

w (k) = Wo + Y ( : ) v~o~ 

(y ~ 1). When w, vk » w0 this branch goes over 
into excitations of the zero-sound type described 
by (43). 

We shall now show that all the quantities char
acterizing the spectrum of both spin-wave branches 
can be expressed in terms of two constants and two 
functions that have a simple physical meaning. We 
introduce for this purpose the amplitude ;>,. (p, k) 
for the emission of a spin wave by a Fermi excita
tion, which obviously is equal to the product of 
g(p, k) by the square root of the product of the res
idues of the Green's functions of the final lines of 
the three-point vertex g(p, k). This process is 
possible only for the lower branch of the spin 
waves when w < vk. The corresponding Green's 
function of the spin wave in the case when vk » w0 

is equal to 

D(k) = Ws2(k)/26!!cNo ' 
w2 _ ( wo2 + ~2k2) 

and the residue at ~ 2k2 « w~ is equal to 
w~(0)/4<'iJ.l0M0w0 • Therefore 

• • 0 Ws ( 0) k ( ) I 
A(p) = A(p, ) = a(p) 2(6!!cNowo)'/, g p e=O· 

The second independent function will be the 
already-mentioned amplitude F(p, p') for zero
angle scattering of two Fermi excitations, with 
which the function f(p, p') is connected by Eq. ( 42). 
As the independent constants we take w0 and ~, 

which characterize the asymptotic behavior of the 
lower branch of the spectrum. 

As follows from (29), the function fk is ex
pressed in terms of 

F (p, p') = a (p) fk (p, p') a (p') le=e'=O 

by means of the relation 

a(p)fk(p,p')a(p') le=e'=O = F(p,p') + 2A.(p)/,(p') / Wo. 

On the other hand, a(p) rk(p, p')a(p') IE=E'= 0 and 
f(p, p') are two different limiting values of the 
same function as k- 0. Therefore, using (3(}), 
we obtain the sought-for connection between f(p, p') 
and the physical quantities F(p, p') and A.(p): 

_ F( ) + 2A.(p!)A.(p2) 1 , , f( , ) / (p~, P2) = P1, P2 · + _\ dS F (p~, p ) P , P2 
Wo • 

+ 2A.(pi) ~ dS' A.(p')f(p', P2). (44) 
roo 

In order to express w0 finally in terms of the re
maining quantities, we multiply the limit of Eq. 
(29) at k = 0, w- 0 by a(p1)A.(p1)a(p2)A.(p2), inte
grating them over the Fermi surfaces. As a result 
we obtain 

~ dS dS' /, (p )[f (p, p')- I (p, p') ]1, (p') 

= --~- ( ro 82(0) )2 (IJk _ il"')2. 
2wowo2 261-lo!ll o 

Since 

- 2 2 Ws2 (0) (,ilk- II"')' Wo = Wo - -::-:---::-:--
261-loMo 

we get from (45) ultimately 

(45) 

( wo2 - ;;;o2) 2 (' 
--=----'--= .l dS dS' A.(p)[f (p, p')- f(p, p')] /.. (p'). (46) 

2wowo2 

In conclusion I consider it my pleasant duty to 
express deep gratitude to I. E. Dzyaloshinskil for 
valuable indications and continuous interest in the 
work. 
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APPENDIX 

Let us determine the singular element which is 
contained in the vertex r(pl> p2; k) and which is 
due to the exchange interaction of electrons with 
magnetic sublattices of the antiferromagnet. The 
Hamiltonian of this interaction is [ 9 J 

where ljJ and 1/J+ are electronic operators, M(x) 
= M1(x) + M2(x) the operator of the total magnetic 
moment of the ionic sublattices (the absolute value 
of the magnetic moment of each of them in the 
ground state is equal to M0), g0 ~ (Jlo®EF/M0) 1/ 2 , 

Jlo is the Bohr magneton, ® the Curie-Neel tem
perature, and E F the Fermi energy of the conduc
tion electrons. It is clear that a singularity in r 
is brought about by expressions describing the in
teractions of two Fermi excitations in terms of 
the vibrations of the magnetic sublattices. It is 
contained in the Green's functions of the spin 
waves corresponding to these oscillations: 

i 
D(x, x') =--- <T(M+(x), M-(x)) > 

~-toMo 

(M±(x) = Mx(x) ± iMy(x) and T is the chronological 
ordering operator). 

According to [ 2J, the Hamiltonian of the system 
of two mirror-symmetry magnetic sublattices of 
a uniaxial antiferromagnet is 

::Jt = \ dr {~a ol\'11 aMI + ~a aMz ~l\'12 + a12 aMI ~~12 
• 2 axi axi 2 axi axi axi axi 

The first four terms describe here the exchange 
interaction of the sublattices. The remaining ones 

correspond to the energy of magnetic anisotropy of 
the ionic sublattices of the uniaxial antiferromag
net. 

Using the equations of motion i8M±/8t = [M±,;;e] 
and also the commutation rules for M1 and M2, 

neglecting the magnetic field of the spin wave, we 
can easily obtain the Green's function of the spin 
wave in the momentum representation: 

The quantity 

Cils (k) = 2f1oMo[2b~ + 21\ (a - a12) k2]'" 

(6JloMo ~ ®, JloM0(a- ad~ ®a2, a is the crystal 
lattice constant) corresponds to the frequency of 
the spin wave in an antiferromagnetic dielectric. 
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